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Not all tangent space directions play equivalent roles in the local chaotic motions of classical Hamiltonian
many-body systems. These directions are numerically represented by basis sets of mutually orthogonal Gram-
Schmidt vectors, whose statistical properties may depend on the chosen phase space-time domain of a trajec-
tory. We examine the degree of stability and localization of Gram-Schmidt vector sets simulated with trajec-
tories of a model three-atom Lennard-Jones cluster. Distributions of finite-time Lyapunov exponent and inverse
participation ratio spectra formed from short-time histories reveal that ergodicity begins to emerge on different
time scales for trajectories spanning different phase-space regions, in a narrow range of total energy and history
length. Over a range of history lengths, the most localized directions were typically the most unstable and
corresponded to atomic configurations near potential landscape saddles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

How do classical Hamiltonian systems explore their ac-
cessible phase space? As the history of a chaotic trajectory
fills a phase-space volume, it tends toward equilibrium, pre-
sumably becoming increasingly ergodic, perhaps becoming
fully ergodic. It is possible, in such an evolution, for distinct
regions of phase space to become filled on different time
scales, each region separately tending to local ergodicity
�1–5�. In this paper, we ask what are the statistical properties
of the tangent space directions important to the approach
toward local ergodicity in each phase-space region? Specifi-
cally, how spatially localized or delocalized and stable or
unstable are these tangent space directions? The answers will
likely be sensitive to the phase space visited, the chosen time
scale, the number of conserved quantities, the types of dy-
namics, the local and regional topography of the potential-
energy surface, and, in general, the initial conditions �6–10�.
Thus, we will seek to answer these questions for a range of
total energies, time scales, and initial conditions, relating
these directions and their properties to features of the
potential-energy landscape.

The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy �2,8,9,11�, power spectra
�12�, and, more recently, coherence times, measuring the
time needed for chaotic behavior to develop �13� are ex-
amples of quantities that have proven useful in previous
studies of Hamiltonian systems. Our strategy to answer the
questions above will make use of Lyapunov exponent spectra
�6� and inverse participation ratios �14�. Over a chosen time
span, a finite-time Lyapunov exponent measures the degree
of chaos or instability, the time-average rate at which a small
initial perturbation diverges or converges along a dynamical
trajectory. In practical calculations, such as those presented
here, they are estimated from a basis set of tangent vectors

chosen to numerically represent these perturbations along the
trajectory. Often, periodic application of the Gram-Schmidt
�GS� procedure is used to impose orthogonality on the basis
�15,16�. For a sufficiently long trajectory and time t, the basis
becomes independent of the initial phase point at t=0 �17�.
At subsequent times, the GS vectors �GSVs� belonging to
this GS basis define mutually orthogonal maximally chang-
ing directions, at which initially close trajectories diverge at
exponential rates �18–20�.

A GS basis is propagated concurrently with the trajectory,
but according to a linearized variational equation of motion
�18�. After finite-time histories, GSVs are local estimates of
the Lyapunov vectors and their time-average rates of expan-
sion or contraction are estimates of the Lyapunov exponents.
However, orthogonality is not a geometric property of the
intrinsic local vector set in tangent space or the linearized
dynamics. Consequently, orthogonal bases are not covariant
under these dynamics �21�. Nevertheless, for practical pur-
poses �15,16�, the GS basis is a convenient and common
tangent vector set �22,23�. As the GSVs evolve in time, they
change direction and magnitude, so GSV directions impor-
tant in a given finite-time segment of a trajectory may not be
the same as those in the asymptotic limit or even other finite-
time spans.

To access finite-time spans, we partition trajectories into
uniform time segments. Distributions of properties collected
from the segments then characterize the trajectory. Finite-
time Lyapunov exponent distributions are invariants of the
dynamical system for an infinitely long trajectory: they must
be independent of the trajectory or initial condition �24� be-
cause of Oseledec’s theorem �25�. We calculate finite-time
Lyapunov exponent as well as inverse participation ratio dis-
tributions of the GSV set for the same time history segments.
The inverse participation ratio is a rough estimate of the
inverse number of components contributing to each GSV on
average, in a time segment. We simultaneously quantify lo-
calization and chaos with these distributions, probing the tan-
gent space dynamics as the trajectory visits different phase-
space locales.
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In the work of Amitrano et al., trajectories of the Lennard-
Jones trimer were partitioned and distributions of the maxi-
mal Lyapunov exponent were calculated for a range of seg-
ment lengths �3–5�. At total energies just high enough to
allow passage over the linear configuration saddles, motion
in phase space separated into a region of highly chaotic be-
havior, characterizing motion in the potential well, and a
region with much more regular dynamics, characterizing mo-
tion across the saddle �11,26,27�. Bimodal exponent distribu-
tions were observed �4� over a range of total energy and time
segment length, indicating the two regions of phase space
have separable time scales for the emergence of ergodicity.

Amitrano et al. left open the question of what tangent
space directions are important in achieving ergodicity in
these two phase-space regions at total energies where there is
a separation of time scales �4�. Distributions of the inverse
participation ratios and finite-time exponents for the GS ba-
sis provide us with insight into the degree of localization and
chaos in the tangent space directions responsible for the time
scale separation in those phase-space regions. We extract
these statistical GSV properties from simulations of the clas-
sical constant-energy trajectories of the same model three-
atom cluster bound by pairwise-additive Lennard-Jones po-
tentials.

Whether regular or chaotic, Hamiltonian dynamics are of-
ten interpreted as a response to the topographical features of
the underlying potential-energy landscape �9�. Even in large
systems, many stationary points of the potential landscape
and their normal modes are often known �28�. While the
normal modes of these stationary points are inadequate to
completely describe the dynamics, they provide us with a
systematic means of probing the dependence of the dynamics
on initial conditions and total energy. The present analysis of
a small prototypical atomic cluster is intended to be a proof-
of-principle study of Hamiltonian systems with many de-
grees of freedom �29–34�.

II. MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

To describe the triatomic cluster, we chose the center-of-
mass reference frame, the Cartesian coordinate system, and
the classical Lennard-Jones Hamiltonian

H�q,p� =
1

2m
�
i=1

n

pi
Tpi + 4��

i�j

n � �12

�rij�12 −
�6

�rij�6
� , �1�

where �rij�= �qi−q j� is the Euclidean distance between atoms
i and j in terms of their positions and n=3 is the number of
atoms. In reduced units, the atomic positions are in units of
the distance � at which the repulsive and attractive terms are
equal, the time t=	m�2 /� is in the natural unit based on �,
the mass m, and the pair well depth �, and energies are in
units of �. Choosing these units sets m=1, �=1, and �=1.

Let us denote a phase point as x= �q ,p�T�R2s, where x is
composed of all positions q�Rs and their linear momenta
p�Rs, and s=3n is the number of position coordinates. Ini-
tially, the total energy H�q ,p�=E was localized in one of the
three normal vibrational modes of the global minimum, equi-
lateral triangular configuration �Fig. 1�, or one of the two

modes of the linear configuration �Fig. 2�.
These modes were defined by the eigenvectors of the Hes-

sian matrix. The initial configuration was distorted by step-
ping the configuration-space vector q�t0� of the equilibrium
geometry in the Hessian eigenvector direction with the least
nonzero increase in potential energy. After each
configuration-space step, the potential energy fixed the total
energy for the subsequent trajectory.

Initial excitations and atomic motion are restricted to a
two-dimensional plane. The initial conditions x�t0� also fixed
the center of mass, linear momentum, and angular momen-
tum at zero, and they remained zero during the simulations.
Individual trajectories 
x�tj� :0� j�L� were propagated over
L time steps according to Hamilton’s equations using the
“velocity Verlet” algorithm �35–37�. The total energy was
conserved up to one part in 105 for millions of time steps.
Each time step was �= tj+1− tj =10−3 in reduced units.

A basis set of arbitrary orthonormal vectors, 
ui�t0��,
i=1, . . . ,2s was defined at the initial phase point x�t0�. The
2s�2s identity matrix was used here. At all times, the phase
point x�t� was taken to be the origin of the basis’ reference
frame. This is a basis of the tangent space, a vector space, at
each point along the trajectory. When propagated in time,
fixed to the phase point, this vector set becomes the GS basis

gi�t�� at time t.

Members g of the basis, the GSVs, are variations in the
form ��q ,�p�T�TR2s, where �q ,�p�TRs. They are nu-
merically propagated concurrently with the phase point, ac-
cording to the linearized variational equation of motion, with
the discretized algorithm

� �q�tj�
�p�tj+1/2�

 = A��q�tj�
�p�tj�

 , �2�

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 1. Three normal vibrational modes of the global potential
minimum equilateral triangle D3h of the Lennard-Jones trimer. At
the potential minimum, bond angles are 60° and bond lengths are
	62�. Vectors indicate atomic displacements of the �a� A1�, �b� sym-
metric E�, and �c� asymmetric E� modes. We call these the sym-
metric stretch, symmetric E�, and asymmetric E�. The E� modes are
symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the vertical mirror plane.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. The two normal vibrational modes of the linear configu-
ration D�h of the Lennard-Jones trimer. Bond lengths are 	62�. Vec-
tors indicate atomic displacements of the �a� the asymmetric and �b�
the symmetric stretches.
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� �q�tj+1�
�p�tj+1/2�

 = B� �q�tj�
�p�tj+1/2�

 , �3�

��q�tj+1�
�p�tj+1�

 = C� �q�tj+1�
�p�tj+1/2�

 . �4�

The tangent space propagators for each step A, B, and C are
the matrices

A = � I 0

−
�

2
H�tj� I � , �5�

B = �I T

0 I
 , �6�

C = � I 0

−
�

2
H�tj+1� I � , �7�

composed of s�s blocks, where �= tj+1− tj is the time step
size, �T�kl=��kl /mk, �kl is the Kronecker delta, I is the iden-
tity matrix, and H is the mass-weighted Hessian matrix. A �
of 10−3 in reduced units was also used in this algorithm, the
linearized form of the velocity Verlet algorithm that propa-
gated the trajectory.

The tangent space propagator for a complete time step M
is the matrix product of the propagators for each step of the
algorithm M=CBA. A complete time step of the GS vectors
is then

gi�tj+1� = M�tj+1,tj�gi�tj� . �8�

Following each time step, the GSVs are still a tangent space
basis but are no longer orthogonal; nonorthogonal GSVs are
denoted by g= ��q ,�p�T�TR2s, where �q ,�p�TRs. That is,
the integrated linearized equation of motion is not an or-
thogonal mapping �21�. Thus, at regular intervals during the
trajectory, we applied the GS orthogonalization procedure to

gi�.

Propagation orients the first GSV parallel to the maxi-
mally changing tangent space direction. Propagation with pe-
riodic orthogonalization orients the remaining gi in the maxi-
mally changing direction of a subspace of tangent space,
orthogonal to all subspaces k� i, k=1, . . . , i−1. Over each
5�107 time step trajectory, we propagated a GS basis and
orthonormalized it every 10 steps. Applications of the GS
procedure generated 
gi� and the Euclidean norms 
�gi��. The
norms were stored but also used to normalize the GS basis to
prevent arithmetic overflow.

Asymptotic estimates of Lyapunov exponent spectra were
obtained from the GS bases propagated with trajectories.
Each Lyapunov exponent �i was calculated from the Euclid-
ean norm �gi�t�� stored after GS orthogonalization of each
GS basis vector. In natural logarithmic units �nats� per re-
duced time, the estimated exponents are

�i�tL� � �ln�gi�tj���tL
, �9�

where � . �tL
is a time average over the interval 0	 j	L.

Lyapunov exponents limL→� �i�tL���i sum to zero for
Hamiltonian systems and given M constants of motion, at
least 2M exponents are zero �38�. The numerical procedure
estimates exponents in this limit by averaging the logarithm
of �gi� over the time interval �0, tL�.

The Lennard-Jones trimer, simulated in a reference frame
with its origin fixed at the center of mass, has seven con-
stants of motion: total energy, three components of total lin-
ear momentum, and three components of total angular mo-
mentum. Consequently, as was confirmed in our simulations,
at most four exponents may be nonzero. Furthermore, each
positive exponent has a corresponding negative exponent of
equal magnitude forming a conjugate, or Smale, pair �39�.
Exponents listed in descending order are typically numbered
by indices �1
�2
 . . . 
�2s. Each exponent �i, 1	 i	s has
a conjugate �2s−i+1, together forming a conjugate pair related
by �i=−�2s−i+1 �40�.

Following normalization, GSV structure was probed with
a modified mean inverse participation ratio Y. Over the entire
trajectory of length L, this ratio measures localization of the
GSVs �22,23,41� in the union of tangent spaces associated
with the trajectory. It was originally used to gauge the degree
of localization of normal modes in the configuration space of
condensed phase systems �14�. For the ith GSV, we take the
mean inverse participation ratio to be

Yi =�N2�
k=1

s

�gki�tj��4� , �10�

where gki is the kth component of ith GSV,
�gki�2���qki�2+ ��pki�2, the brackets indicate an average over
the number of time steps in a trajectory �or trajectory seg-
ment�, and the normalization factor N is 1 /�k=1

s �gki�tj��2=1.
Evaluating 
Yi� gives a rough estimate of the average inverse
number of components contributing to each GSV over the
trajectory or trajectory segment. On average, a normalized
purely delocalized GSV would have all components equal to
1 /	2s, while a normalized purely localized GSV would have
one nonzero component equal to unity. Hence, a localized
GSV has a Y nearer unity and a delocalized GSV has a Y
nearer 1 /s. Indices correspond to the associated GSV and
Lyapunov exponent.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Dynamical trajectories may be interpreted as a response to
configurational motion on the potential-energy landscape. So
before describing our results from simulated trajectories, we
examine the features of the landscape using the vibrational
modes in Fig. 1 as “coordinates.” From Fig. 1�a�, symmetri-
cally stretched configurations are equilateral triangles, pre-
serving C3v symmetry. The potential energy at the origin of
each map in Fig. 3 is that of a symmetrically stretched con-
figuration, V=−3.0�, −2.431�, −1.673�, and −1.114� for
Figs. 3�a�–3�d�.

Geometries away from the equilateral triangles do not
have D3h symmetry. Thus, points off the origin on a map are
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potential energies of distinct atomic configurations, linear
combinations of the other two modes for the given symmet-
ric stretch configuration. The other two modes of the global
minimum equilateral triangle correspond to the E� represen-
tation of the D3h point group �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��: one is
symmetric and the other is asymmetric with respect to the
vertical plane that includes the C3 axis. To simplify visual-
ization of the potential landscape, we take a configuration of
the symmetric stretch and map the potential energy of con-
figurations that are a combination of these two E� modes.
Configurations of the symmetric E� mode preserve C2v sym-
metry and those of the asymmetric mode preserve Cs sym-
metry.

Symmetric stretch configurations were found by adding
the scaled Hessian eigenvector, to the global minimum con-
figuration. Similarly, to map each cross section of E� con-
figuration space, the E� Hessian eigenvectors were scaled
and added to the equilateral triangle configuration. Each axis
is labeled by the number of steps taken from the origin in
eigenvector directions. Vertical lines correspond to the poten-
tial energies of the symmetric E� mode configurations only.
Atomic configurations along vertical lines include the equi-
lateral triangles: one located at the origin and isosceles tri-
angles on both sides of the linear configuration. Horizontal
lines correspond to the potential energies of the asymmetric
E� mode only. Level curves represent the configurations with
the same potential energy.

In Fig. 3�a�, the origin is the global minimum equilateral
triangle configuration. As the symmetric stretch is excited,
the equilateral triangle becomes larger. The origin changes

between Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� from being part of a stable locus,
close to the global minimum, to being part of an unstable
locus: the equilateral triangle configuration becomes less
stable with respect to the other two modes for larger sym-
metric excitations. Off the vertical axis all four maps, have
local minima that are isosceles triangles.

Since the “coordinates” of these maps will be initial con-
ditions for trajectories, their basic features will provide con-
text for the trajectory results presented next. Of particular
note are the regions of the potential landscape off the vertical
axis that can only be explored by trajectories when the asym-
metric E� mode is active. All the trajectories we simulated
were below the threshold energy for evaporation of atoms
�an approximate range of −3.0�	E	−1.0��. For reference,
the linear configuration stationary point has an energy of
−2.031�. Before analyzing the local space and time proper-
ties of these trajectories over this range of total energies, we
first examine their long-time properties.

A. Global properties of phase space

Asymptotic estimates of Lyapunov exponents and inverse
participation ratios versus total energy are shown in Fig. 4.
Each panel contains results for trajectories, in which the total
energy was initially deposited into one of the equilateral tri-
angle modes �Fig. 1�. From these trends, we confirm that the
Lyapunov exponents �1 and ��18� are a conjugate pair, as are
�2 and ��17�. Each member of a pair varies identically as a
nonmonotonic function of total energy, in all three cases. The
inverse participation ratio pairs Y1, Y18 and Y2, Y17 also vary
identically and nonmonotonically with the total energy above
the threshold for chaos. These long time or global results
demonstrate a dependence on the initially activated mode
and its degree of activation. As is especially clear from Figs.
4�a� and 4�c�, there are four distinct regions of globally cha-
otic behavior, chaotic dynamics being detectable in the low-
est nonregular region −2.5��E�−2.1�.

The threshold energy for the onset of chaos was largest
when the symmetric stretch was initially excited. We found
that in these trajectories, the symmetric stretch first coupled
with the symmetric E� mode �and vice versa�. Symmetric
stretching motion alone would have restricted geometries
along a trajectory to equilateral triangles. In this case, the
onset of chaos must be a consequence of mode coupling
caused by accumulation of numerical error over time. Which
modes ultimately couple during a trajectory depend on the
numerical error accumulated, initial mode excited, total en-
ergy, symmetry, and potential landscape. In the trajectories
giving the results of Fig. 4�b�, the initial configuration corre-
sponded to an excitation of the asymmetric E� mode, which
first coupled with the symmetric E� mode.

Excitation of any one mode in Fig. 1 gave trajectory re-
sults with similar trends in the lowest-energy region. For all
three initially excited modes, Lyapunov exponents �1 and
��18� increase with total energy. We interpret this feature of
the curves to be a consequence of the larger accessible
phase-space volumes visited in the trajectory’s history; from
the potential landscape cross-sections Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, we
see that the global minimum potential well broadens along
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Potential-energy level curves in the inter-
val −3.0�	V	0.0� for linear combinations of the three vibrational
modes of the trimer. Axes mark the integer number of steps in
scaled Hessian eigenvector directions of the asymmetric E� mode
�horizontal axes� and the symmetric E� mode �vertical axes�. At the
origin, in the center of each plot, are equilateral triangle configura-
tions of the symmetric stretch. Their potential energies are �a�
V=−3.0�, �b� −2.431�, �c� −1.673�, and �d� −1.114�. Curves in a
given panel are separated by �V=0.25�. White areas are where
V�0.0 and are energetically inaccessible.
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the vertical axes. In contrast, the inverse participation ratios
only increase slightly; the GSVs are similarly localized at the
total energies of this region and each GSV points in largely
similar directions on average along each of these trajectories.
These directions must expand or contract GSVs at increasing
rates with increasing total energy. At an instant, GSVs point-
ing in unstable directions physically represent directions with
which the geometry could couple.

To gain more physical insight into the GSV directions and
understand their connection to the potential-energy land-
scape, we may project the position vector �q�TR2s of a
GSV onto TR3 and examine the three atomic position GSVs.
These three-component vectors were examined along the tra-
jectory and compared to Figs. 1 and 3. For trajectories
started from symmetrically stretched configurations, we
found the position 3 vectors had relative directions similar to
those of the instantaneous normal vibrational modes; atomic
position vectors of g1 were in asymmetric E� modelike di-
rections and those of g2 were in symmetric E� modelike
directions �Fig. 5�. In this context, Figs. 4�a� and 4�c� show
that asymmetric E� directions are more chaotic and more
localized than symmetric E� directions since �1��2 and
Y1�Y2.

From the trends of Fig. 4, the remaining three energy
regions are defined by the approximate total energy ranges
−2.1��E�−1.9�, −1.9��E�−1.5�, and −1.5��E
�−1.0�. Using the terminology of Komatsuzaki et al., these
are the quasiregular, semichaotic, and stochastic �fully devel-
oped chaotic� regions �27�. These energy regions include mo-
tion over at least one of the linear configuration saddles,
depending on which mode was initially excited. The results
in these regions thus include the affect of a saddle or saddles
on the long-time GSV properties. One potential-energy
saddle is accessible to trajectories of initially symmetric
stretch and symmetric E� configurations, while all three
saddles are accessible to trajectories of initial asymmetric E�
configurations.

Traversing additional saddles means different features of
the potential landscape and phase space can be accessed by
asymmetric E� trajectories. The results of Fig. 4�b� suggest
that the GSVs for trajectories of initially asymmetric E� con-
figurations were different. Comparing the relative directions
of the position 3 vectors of g1 and g2 to those of the normal
vibrational modes, we found that both could be identified as
either symmetriclike directions or asymmetriclike E� direc-
tions in a given span of time. This finding is a consequence
of motion in the potential wells off the vertical axes of Fig. 3.

At least one saddle is first accessible in the quasiregular
region, being accessed more frequently as the total energy is
increased. Let us consider the symmetric stretch and sym-
metric E� results, which are nearly identical. Again, for a
physical picture, consider the representative instantaneous
atomic configuration and the g1 and g2 position 3 vectors
shown in Fig. 5. Though the configuration was initially an
equilateral triangle, the symmetric stretch coupled with the
symmetric E�. The configuration shown was just before tra-
versal of the linear configuration saddle. Position 3 vectors
of g2 are symmetric E� modelike directions capturing direc-
tions of flux over the saddle. The three vectors of g1 are
asymmetric E� modelike directions capturing directions or-
thogonal to the flux.

With this physical picture, we see that g1 directions or-
thogonal to the flux over the saddle are less stable and more

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 4. �Color online� The four nonzero Lyapunov exponents �1= ��18�, �2= ��17� and four inverse participation ratios Y1=Y18, Y2=Y17 as
the total energy E, initially in the �a� symmetric stretch, �b� asymmetric E� mode, and �c� symmetric E� mode, of the equilateral triangle
configuration is increased. The threshold energy required for chaos is greatest when the total energy is initially deposited in the symmetric
stretch. E is in � units and � is in natural units per reduced time.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 5. Instantaneous atomic configuration and the GSV posi-
tion 3 vectors of �a� g1 and �b� g2 in a trajectory initiated from a
symmetric stretch geometry. The total energy was E=1.367�. The
configuration shown was approaching and about to traverse the lin-
ear saddle.
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chaotic than the g2 directions of the flux since �1 is greater
than �2. Both GSVs become less chaotic with increasing
energy in the quasiregular region. When the trajectory spends
more time on and near the saddle, the Lyapunov exponents
�1 and �2 decrease. Decreases in �i with energy are indica-
tive of the regularizing effect of motion across a saddle
�2–5�. We also find that the inverse participation ratio Y1
decreases while Y2 increases. Thus, with increasing energy,
g1 directions orthogonal to the flux become more delocalized
and g2 directions toward the saddle become more localized.

Trajectories initiated by symmetric stretch excitations in
the semichaotic energy region also lead to isomerization
upon coupling with the symmetric E�; trajectories initiated
by symmetric E� excitations lead to coupling with the sym-
metric stretch. In this region, histories are able to more fully
explore the equilateral triangle potential wells on either side
of the single accessible linear saddle. As the initial energy is
increased, trajectories spend increased amounts of time ex-
ploring these potential wells: �2 increases and the GSV in-
verse participation ratios Y1 and Y2 become similarly local-
ized but distinguishable. The increase in �2 indicates that the
g2 GSV directions of flux over the saddle along the trajectory
become increasingly chaotic. The set of directions involved
and, hence, the localization, changes little because the two
wells, their associated phase space, and hence their tangent
spaces are identical.

Lastly, in the stochastic �fully developed chaotic� energy
region �1 again increases. �2 plateaus, in contrast to the
semichaotic region. g1 has position 3 vectors that point in
asymmetriclike E� directions and, hence, �1 increases in re-
sponse to directions in the tangent spaces associated with the
potential landscape features off the vertical axis of the maps
in Fig. 3. Since g2 position 3 vectors are mostly in symmet-
riclike E� directions �2 versus E plateaus. The system also
spends less time traversing the saddle with increasing energy,
causing �2 to decrease slightly. The difference between Y1
and Y2 is small at these high energies.

Asymmetric E� excitations in the semichaotic region al-
low trajectories to access more than one saddle and the
atomic positions to permute. Regions of phase space are ex-
plored that are unreachable in the symmetric stretch and
symmetric E� trajectories. Along asymmetric E� trajectories,
the position 3 vectors of g1 and g2 each point in more sym-
metriclike E� directions during some time spans and more
asymmetriclike E� directions during other time spans �Fig.
6�. In both the semichaotic and stochastic regions, Y1 and Y2
are smaller. g1 is more delocalized than in the symmetric

stretch and symmetric E� trajectories because the symmetric
E� mode occurs about each of the atoms, not just one, and
also because of the different directions sampled in different
time spans. The Lyapunov exponent �1 shows a correspond-
ing decrease in these energy regimes. �2 increases slightly
but is smaller than in Figs. 4�a� and 4�c�.

Overall, the trends of Fig. 4 reflect the changes in the
union of tangent spaces with increasing total energy.
Lyapunov exponents �i and inverse participation ratios Yi
were both calculated from the same GSV gi. Thus, changes
in �i with total energy coincide with changes in Yi, reflecting
changes in gi. Also observable from these total-energy trends
is that the GSV with the largest �i generally also has the
largest Yi �i.e., it is the most localized�. This result is in
agreement with Forster et al. in their study of hard-disk flu-
ids �42�.

Briefly, we now mention global results for trajectories ini-
tiated from linear configurations. Exciting the asymmetric
stretch of the linear configuration �Fig. 2�, two pairs of
Lyapunov exponents are nonzero, all of equal magnitude.
Figure 7 shows that these trajectories were chaotic at all total
energies examined. There is no coupling between the linear
configuration symmetric and asymmetric modes because of
symmetry. Only one pair of Lyapunov exponents is nonzero
for the symmetric stretch case. The central atom is fixed at
the center of mass and symmetry requirements give another
zero Lyapunov exponent.

The total-energy trends of Yi reveal GSVs for trajectories
in these two cases are more localized than those for equilat-
eral triangle trajectories, as expected, and over a wide range
of energy, the GSVs for linear configuration trajectories are
more localized in the symmetric stretch case than the asym-
metric case. A maximum is present in the Lyapunov expo-
nents at the total energy of asymmetric stretch case, where
the symmetric stretch trajectories first become chaotic. Let us
now examine the finite-time Lyapunov exponents and local-
ization properties of the GS vectors in these energy regions
over a range of time scales.

(b)(a)

FIG. 6. Instantaneous atomic configuration and the GSV posi-
tion 3 vectors of �a� g1 and �b� g2 in a trajectory initiated from an
asymmetric E� mode geometry. The total energy was E=1.375�.
The configuration shown had just traversed the linear saddle.

FIG. 7. �Color online� One Lyapunov exponent pair was non-
zero when the total energy E was initially in the symmetric stretch
of the linear configuration. Two exponent pairs were nonzero and
identical when the asymmetric stretch was initially excited. The
absolute values of these Lyapunov exponents and their inverse par-
ticipation ratios with E are shown as a function of total energy.
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B. Local properties of extended phase space

Phase-space trajectories were partitioned into segments

x�tj� :0� j� l� of equal length l to examine local properties
of GSVs: a trajectory with a total length of L time steps was
divided into L / l segments. A set of finite-time Lyapunov ex-
ponents and inverse participation ratios were calculated from
GSVs propagated over each time segment. Finite-time
Lyapunov exponents are denoted 
�i�x0 , l�� and inverse par-
ticipation ratios are denoted 
Yi�x0 , l�� to indicate their de-
pendence on x0�x�t0�, the initial phase point of the time
segment, and l, the length of the time segment. In what fol-
lows, �i and Yi will refer to finite-time quantities. Segments
of length l=100,200,500,1000,2000,4000 gave
L / l= �50,25,10,5 ,2.5,1.25��104 segments for 5�107 time
step trajectories. Distributions 
f��i , l�� and 
f�Yi , l��,
i=1, . . . ,2s were generated for each partition of trajectories
at each total energy.

Finite-time Lyapunov exponents quantify the average
rates of expansion and contraction in the directions of the
chosen vector set in each time segment: here, the GS basis
vectors. As in the asymptotic limit, expanding or diverging
directions have positive finite-time Lyapunov exponents ��1
and �2� and contracting or converging directions have nega-
tive finite-time Lyapunov exponents ��17 and �18�. For all
total energies, segment lengths, and initially excited modes,
f��1 , l� and f��18, l� �not shown� are symmetric about the �
=0 axis, as are f��2 , l� and f��17, l� �not shown�.

As the length l of the trajectory segments is increased the
distribution of finite-time exponents narrows, eventually con-
verging to the asymptotic value �24�. At least in part, this
may be caused by expansions and contractions canceling on
time scales shorter than that of the time segment �9�. Figures
8 and 9 show f��1 , l� and f��2 , l� for a range of time segment

lengths, demonstrating this convergence. Results are shown
in Figs. 8�a�, 8�c�, 9�a�, and 9�c� for trajectories in which the
symmetric stretch was initially excited to a total energy of
E=−1.582�. Results for excitation of the asymmetric E�
mode �E=−1.586�� are in Figs. 8�b�, 8�d�, 9�b�, and 9�d�.
The areas under these distributions are normalized to unity.

Also in Figs. 8 and 9 are f�Y1 , l� and f�Y2 , l�, distributions
of the mean inverse participation ratio for each time segment
length. At all total energies and time segment lengths, f�Y1 , l�
and f�Y18, l� �not shown� are identical, as are f�Y2 , l� and
f�Y17, l� �not shown�. These distributions, like the exponent
distributions, undergo qualitative changes over the range of
time scales examined: distributions narrow for longer time
segments. In finite-time segments, the value of each inverse
participation ratio realization again measures the degree of
GSV localization. However, measuring GSV localization for
a range of segment lengths gives insight into the space and
time localization of the GS basis as the history of the trajec-
tory fills the available phase space.

Given a partitioned trajectory, GSVs may be more local-
ized on some time segments and more delocalized on other
time segments. Fluctuations in the degree of localization are
reflected in the distributions f�Yi , l�. As mentioned above,
exciting the three normal modes of the equilateral triangle
above the energy of the linear saddle configuration allows
different regions of phase space to be accessed by trajecto-
ries. Consequently, trajectories initiated from symmetric
stretch configurations at total energies above this threshold
have significantly different distributions f��1 , l� and f�Y1 , l�
�f��2 , l� and f�Y2 , l�� than those for an excited asymmetric E�
mode, especially for shorter time segment lengths. Distribu-
tions for trajectories with an initially excited symmetric E�
mode were nearly identical to those with an initially excited
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Panels �a� and �b� show �1 distributions
f��1 , l� for a range of time segment lengths l. Panels �c� and �d�
show Y1 distributions f�Y1 , l� for a range of time segment lengths l.
For �a� and �c�, the total energy was initially deposited in the sym-
metric stretch E=−1.582�. For �b� and �d�, it was deposited in the
asymmetric E� mode E=−1.586�.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Panels �a� and �b� show �2 distributions
f��2 , l� for a range of time segment lengths l. Panels �c� and �d�
show Y2 distributions f�Y2 , l� for a range of time segment lengths l.
For �a� and �c�, the total energy was initially deposited in the sym-
metric stretch E=−1.582�. For �b� and �d�, it was deposited in the
asymmetric E� mode E=−1.586�.
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symmetric stretch, so the latter distributions are not shown.
The similarity of these results is a consequence of the exclu-
sive coupling of these modes.

On shorter time scales, the distributions f�Y1 , l� are broad,
reflecting GSVs in the finite-time intervals with a wide range
of localization. A broad peak indicates a GSV that spends
time pointing in many directions. It also indicates that a GSV
has a highly variable number of components participating
from segment to segment. As the time segment length l is
increased, f�Yi , l� narrow significantly. Small fluctuations
about the distributions’ mean suggest that less time is spent
sampling some tangent space features and their GSV direc-
tions contribute little to the average properties. The most
frequented directions on longer time scales are likely to be
the large contributors to the global GSV properties.

At the total energy chosen for Figs. 8 and 9, the atomic
configuration is able to move between the equilateral poten-
tial wells over a linear saddle in trajectories initiated from
symmetric stretch or asymmetric E� configurations. The
similarity of f��1 , l� distributions �and f�Y1 , l� distributions�
from these trajectories for l�500 is a result of g1 capturing
similar directions more often on the longer time scales. In
both cases, the GSV position 3 vectors are mostly asymmet-
riclike E� directions at this energy �Fig. 5�a��, but this is not
the case at all total energies. Comparing the f��2 , l� distribu-
tions �and f�Y2 , l� distributions� from these trajectories, we
see they are not similar at this energy. This difference is
because g2 captures symmetric E� modelike directions in the
symmetric stretch trajectory, while it captures both symmet-
ric and asymmetric E� modelike directions in the asymmetric
E� trajectory �Figs. 5�b� and 6�b��.

From Fig. 9�c�, f�Y2 , l� is multimodal in the symmetric
stretch case at shorter times, reflecting the localization prop-
erties of the symmetriclike E� directions �Fig. 5�b��. The

multimodal nature of the f��2 , l� distribution suggests that g2
directions are chaotic to varying degrees when the trajectory
spends time in different regions of phase space. On shorter
times, the most localized peak corresponds to symmetriclike
E� directions when the configuration is near the saddle. More
delocalized symmetriclike E� directions are found when the
configuration is in the equilateral potential well. Since each
peak may be associated with many directions, each direction
having similar numbers of contributing GSV components,
the number of peaks in a f�Yi , l� distribution is only a rough
indicator of the number of relevant GSV directions. Peak
intensities in a distribution indicate the relative importance
of each set of directions on a given time scale. We see from
Fig. 9�c� that on longer time scales, g2 spends more time
pointing in localized directions at this total energy.

Turning to the total-energy dependence of the finite-time
GSV properties, let us examine the results for l=200 in Figs.
10 and 11. At energies below the saddle, the distributions of
f��1 ,200� �and f�Y1 ,200�� for different initial mode excita-
tions are a result of g1 and the accessible phase space. As
mentioned, trajectories initiated from symmetric E� configu-
rations visited a much more restricted region of phase space.
The atomic position vectors of g1 pointed in only asymmet-
riclike E� directions �Fig. 5�. Trajectories initiated from
asymmetric E� configurations accessed much more phase
space and the position vectors of g1 were aligned with sym-
metric or asymmetriclike E� directions, depending on the
time segment and total energy �Fig. 6�.

Above the total energy needed to isomerize, f��1 ,200� is
bimodal as seen in Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�; this result is in
agreement with previous results in the region of phase space,
where the linear configuration saddle can just be reached
�2–5�. When the total energy is near the linear configuration
potential energy, f��1 ,200� distributions develop shoulders
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Panels �a� and �b� show �1 distributions
f��1 ,200� over a range of total energy. Panels �c� and �d� show Y1

distributions f�Y1 ,200� over a range of total energy. For �a� and �c�,
the total energy was initially deposited in the symmetric stretch, and
for �b� and �d� it was deposited in the asymmetric E� mode.
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for �b� and �d� it was deposited in the asymmetric E� mode.
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that are more pronounced in the symmetric stretch �and sym-
metric E� mode� case �Fig. 10�a��. In Fig. 10�c�, f�Y1 ,200� is
broad and GSVs are more often localized at low energies.
However, the distribution shifts with increasing energy, as
the GSVs are more often delocalized. The distribution be-
comes bimodal just below the linear configuration potential
energy and trimodal at energies in the semichaotic region
�−1.9��E�−1.5��.

Consider results for trajectories initiated from symmetric
E� configurations in Figs. 10�a� and 10�c�. Comparing the
relative peak heights in the f��1 ,200� distribution to those of
the corresponding f�Y1 ,200� distribution at each total energy,
we can assign exponent peaks to inverse participation ratio
peaks. We assign the larger finite-time exponents to the more
localized �large Y1� asymmetriclike E� GSV directions of g1
near the linear saddle. The more delocalized GSV directions
�smaller Y1� in the potential well or wells, we assign to the
smaller finite-time exponents. GSV directions assigned to the
well shift from being more localized to more delocalized as
the total energy is increased because of the increased volume
of phase space.

Distributions f��2 , l� and f�Y2 , l� are also multimodal over
a range of total energy. Recall that the g2 atomic position
vectors correspond to symmetriclike E� directions �Fig.
5�b��. f��2 ,200� and f�Y2 ,200� are trimodal in a narrow en-
ergy range. One peak in f��2 ,200� is centered at zero, the
other two are nonzero. The localized symmetriclike E� direc-
tions, related to the localized peaks in f�Y2 ,200�, are at-
tached to atomic configurations with potential energies near
the linear saddle. The kinetic energy in the vicinity of un-
stable stationary points is low when crossing is just possible,
where GSVs are more localized and the instability of the
region leads to large divergences of trajectories.

From Fig. 11�c�, the distribution f�Y2 ,200�, in contrast to
f�Y1 ,200� in Fig. 10�c�, is narrow and the GSVs are more
often delocalized at low energies. The distribution shifts to
larger values with increasing energy as the GSVs are more
often localized. Upon exceeding the potential energy of the
linear configuration, both f�Y1 ,200� and f�Y2 ,200� undergo
a localization-delocalization transition. The distributions
f�Y1 ,200� shift from having more area localized to having
more area delocalized at higher energies. This means asym-
metriclike E� directions captured by g1 become more local-
ized. The distributions f�Y2 ,200� shift from being more de-
localized to more localized and multimodal at higher
energies as the symmetric E� modelike directions captured
by g2 become more localized.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the tangent space directions of a full set
of Gram-Schmidt vectors, simulated with trajectories of the
Lennard-Jones trimer. Local and global properties were cal-
culated for these vectors with particular interest in the case
where a trajectory may fill different phase-space regions on
different time scales. The degrees of stability and localization
of these GSVs in finite-time spans were determined using
Lyapunov exponents and inverse participation ratios. Using
these GSV properties and the stationary point normal modes,
we systematically probed each trajectory’s approach to er-
godicity at many total energies and time scales. Physical in-
sight was gained from the atomic position components of the
different GSV directions.

Multimodality in f��i , l� distributions suggests separable
time scales for the motion in different phase space and time
locales, such as those regions associated with the potential
wells and the linear saddles. Here we found multimodality in
the distributions of the all nonzero finite-time Lyapunov ex-
ponents for some initial conditions. Multimodal distributions
of inverse participation ratios collected in finite-time spans
were also found. These distributions provided additional in-
sight into the properties of the Gram-Schmidt vectors in
these phase-space regions as the trimer evolved chaotically
and as local ergodicity began to emerge.

The largest �finite-time� Lyapunov exponents were typi-
cally associated with the most localized GSV directions on a
range of time scales. In finite-time spans, more localized
GSV directions tended to be those associated with configu-
rations near potential landscape saddles. This analysis based
on a simple triatomic system is intended to be a proof-of-
principle demonstration and an illustrative model. We expect
the use of finite-time Lyapunov exponents and inverse par-
ticipation ratios to achieve their main utility in enabling us to
understand motions of somewhat larger systems.
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